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Abstract
Mastering the recitation of the holy Quran is an obligation among Muslims. It is an important task to fulfill other
Ibadat like prayer, pilgrimage, and zikr. However, the traditional way of teaching Quran recitation is a hard task due to
the extensive training time and effort required from both teacher and learner. In fact, learning the correct
pronunciation of the Quranic letters or alphabets is the first step in mastering Tajweed (Rules and Guidance) in
Quranic recitation. The pronunciation of Arabic alphabets is based on its points of articulation and the characteristics
of a particular alphabet. In this paper, we implement a lip identification technique from video signal acquired from
experts to extract the movement data of the lips while pronouncing the correct Quranic alphabets. The extracted lip
movement data from experts helps in categorizing the alphabets into 5 groups and in deciding the final shape of the
lips. Later, the technique was tested among a public reciter and then compared for similarity verification between the
novice and the professional reciter. The system is able to extract the lip movement of the random user and draw the
displacement graph and compare with the pronunciation of the expert. The error will be shown if the user has
mistakenly pronounced the alphabet and suggests ways for improvement. More subjects with different backgrounds
will be tested in the very near future with feedback instructions. Machine learning techniques will be implemented at a
later stage for the real time learning application.
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